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WAP Yome Ismâopate - Modifications and
Interiors

This page contains information on changes to the WAP Yome Ismâopate (Searching Hawk) Plot

Appearance

The WAP Yome Ismâopate has orange leading edges on its wings, and it has a flying hawk emblazoned
on both wings and on the forward hull. In 756 CY - Darkness Within Is Revealed the ship had the WAP
Crest added to its exterior.

Ship's Brain(s)

The Jodau Sumanâjo (Synthetic Brain) for the ship has taken the name of Tasi.

Kamago is a Jodau Yoqajo (Integrated Brain) aboard the ship rescued by Memi. Kamago's presence is a
temporary measure until her crew is avenged.

Modifications

The ship has been fitted with a Tinvyma Piatypeda (Wave Rider Drive) for use when in Yamatai Star
Empire.

The ship was modified in in 755 CY while being repaired on Âmuar (Dream).

A Ruonor Stako Yanuto (Exo-Skel Bay) was added by taking space from the Wuny-me Rousa'ka
(Cargo Hold).
A Kytaro Qyatu (Transfer Vortex) was installed at the same time.

Siama Ruo'sa

The Siama Ruo'sa (Divine Room), the altar is covered in a cloth that matches the ship colors; maroon,
with a black and gold trim. A silver embroidered hawk on either end. The woodwork in the room is made
from wood harvest from Âmuar (Dream). The sky is currently set to show the sky as seen from the colony
world.

Weapons Systems

Udano Rotyka Sakopa (Gravitic Shock Cannon) 5-2 SDR (Damage Rating (Version 3)) depending on
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range
4 Âmanus Rotyka (Annihilation Cannon) 3-1 SDR (Damage Rating (Version 3)) depending on range
3 Akko Rotyka (Coil Cannon) 3 SDR (Damage Rating (Version 3))
8 Sumanâ-a Rotyka (Fusion Cannon) Tier 9, Heavy Anti-Mecha / 4 ADR (Damage Rating (Version 3))
Udano Veltin (Gravity Spike)
6 Kujop'a Rotyka (Repulsion Cannon)
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